Using SP 54 connecting rings, the objective of the camera and the eyepiece may be connected with a minimum of separation distance.

All adaptation requires careful handling. Before connecting the eyepiece tightly to the camera, please make sure that the lens surface of the camera lens is not touched or scratched by any part of the eyepiece.

Hyperion Eyepieces Classical Eyepiece Projection

Hyperion Eyepieces Afocal Projection with DSLR-Cameras

Hyperion Eyepieces Afocal Projection with Video-Cameras

**Digital DSLR Cameras**

Attach to the camera, covering the Hyperion DT-Ring with M28/DT-Ring #2458028.

**3/4" Video-camera, ag. Sony HDV**

Hyperion eyepiece, compatible, including M49 filter thread

**2" Deluxe nose piece with integrated 2" filter holder SP54/M28**

Further adapter rings are available to connect onto the eyepiece. The same assembly as in the picture on the left – but with the first group of lenses reversed.

**Digital DSLR cameras ag. Canon EOS**

Hyperion DT-Ring, M28 w/ built-in dust protective silicon dust seal #2958090.

**Video Camera**

2" Deluxe nose piece with integrated 2" filter holder SP54/M28 #2958062

**2" Video-camera ag. Sony HDV**

Hyperion eyepiece, compatible, including M49 filter thread

**2" Canon EOS DSLR camera, ag. Canon EOS**

Hyperion DT-Ring, M28 w/ built-in dust protective silicon dust seal #2958090.